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(ii.) The envelope of the circumcircle ABG is a Limacon having S
for a donble point.

Otherwise, the circumcircle ABC cuts a given circle J orthogonally,
and its centre moves on the circumference of another given circle
touching J.

4. The envelope of the radical axis of the circumcircles BEF and
ABCis a conic of which the centre of the orthogonal .circle J" is a
focus. In other words, this focus of the conic is also a focus of the
Limacon.

The conic meets the Limacon in eight points which lie on the circle
BEF and another given circle.

On the Harmonics of a Ring. By W. D. NIVEN. Bead February

9th, 1893. Received, in revised form, December 11th,

1893.

1. This paper may be regarded as an extension of the work con-
tained in the first memoir on lt Toroidal Functions'" in the Philo-
sophical Transactions, by Professor "W. M. Hicks, an attempt being
here made to show how the problems solved by Mr. Hicks for a
single anchor ring may be dealt with when there are two rings having
the same rectilineal axes. . .

It is obvious that with two such rings, in order to satisfy the
surface conditions for each ring, it is necessary that the harmonics of
either should be capable of being expressed in terms of those of the
other. This is accomplished as follows :—

It is first shown that the harmonics of any degree, referred to a
circle A in dipolar coordinates, may be derived from their prede-
cessors, one degree lower, by certain differentiations with regard to
the radius of the circle and the distance of its plane from a. fixed
point. __

The potential at any point due to a coaxal circle B of uniform line
density is next found in terms of A's harmonics.

Finally, the zonal harmonics of B can all be deduced from this
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potential by the system of differentiations just referred to, and there*
fore they can all be expressed in terms of the harmonics of A.

The present communication is confined to a discussion of the
quantities arising in the process indicated, and deals, for the most
part, only with zonal harmonics, although the methods employed will
also apply to the general tesseral and sectorial system.

2. I begin with the potential at any point due to a circle loaded
with matter of line density cos af' at the point whose longitude along
the circumference is <p\ If the circle, of radius a, be in the plane of
xy, with its centre at the origin of coordinates, the potential at x, y, z
or p cos <jt, p sin »̂, z is seen at once to be

or, putting <{/—<f> = 0, adopting dipolar coordinates u, v, and discard-
ing the term with sin <r$ as a factor, as being zero, we have

cos o* x IS ( ,
V2PJo Vcothw—cos0

which is the same as

cos <r0 \/2 (cosh to—cos v) I — d$.
J o v cosh u—sinh u cos 0

3. Let now the origin be shifted to a point on the-rectilineal axis
at a distance I from its old position; then the relations between the
rectangular and dipolar coordinates are given by

or, if a+ib = JJ> a~ l& == ?>

-iz+q
iz—p

If we suppose p, z to be fixed, while a, 6 are varied, it is clear that
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u, v must be regarded as functions of p, q, and it is easy to find the
following results:—

ou ' 1 _,-., . ,
7T- = r - e sinh u,
dp 2a

— = — i (e cosh«—lj,

dq 2a

— = —fr-i (eBcoshM—1),

and thence

— vcosh u~ cos v = — (e"i0 coshw+"l) \ /cosh u—cosv,
dp 4a..

9 1 .
— v cosh M—cos v = — (etr cosh w + 1) v cosh u—cos«.
Oq ' 4a

A.lso, if J («, <x) denote the integral,

f " COS (70 -,/)

^ , a(/.
o (cosh u—sinh 24COS 0)"+ i

——!(«, o-) = — (ra + |0rt~ e"*" [coshtt J(u, o-) — I (n + l, <r)J.

4. Let X (n, c) denotea.»-4 e-mr y\2 (cosh w—cos «) J («, o1) cos «̂ >;

then, rememhering that 2a = j?,+ 2, we shall have

I- Z (n, a) = 4X.(n, 4+-B? (»+l. °").
op

where ^ = ^ ( » - | ) + ~ n (e~iv cosh u—1) + ]- (e"Il 'cosh«+l)

:2a

and.

T~ (n+ £->«""''cosh, u = 0,

i
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Similarly it may be shown that if Y («, <r) denote the same thing as
X(n, a), except that em0 takes the place of e""% we shall find

Next, let X (n, or) = a"~J { U(n, a)—iV («, a)},

Y(«, «r) = o-» {I7(n, <x) + iV(ii, a)},'

and note that

Ocf 3& 3p da db Oq

then the two following relations may be deduced, viz.,

+* CT(u + l O = a-

J- a""1 TT(n, <x) + $- a""* V (n, <r) L
.36 da J1

Here TJ («, o-) stands for the harmonic

coswuv 2 (coshit—cosv) I(ti, o) cos o<p,

and F(«, a) for the same thing, with sinrcu instead of cos mi.

When it is necessary to express u, v, <f> explicitly, the notation
TJn (wv<j>), V°n (uvq>) w i l l also b e used .

5. These results show that the successive harmonics are derivable
from their predecessors by displacements similar, with some modifi-
cations, to those usually employed in the case of the sphere. There
is this difference, however, that,, whereas the masses of the compound
sphere are each zero, those of the compound circles, and therefore also
of the distributions on the anchor ring which they represent, may not
be zero. They will be zero if the expressions for the corresponding
potentials contain the longitudinal factor cos <rf or sin <r(f>, for in that
case the undisplaced circle from which they all take their origin is of
zero mas3. If, however; o-= 0, the potential («+ i ) a""* U (n + 1, 0)
arises, as we found in § 4, from displacements of two circles which
produce respectively the potentials an'i U (n, 0) and a"~iV(n,0),
the former by an enlargement ofits radius, the latter by a movement
of its centre along its axis. The second displacement is clearly of
the same character as sphere points, and no resulting mass is
thereby obtained. But, in the first, since the mass, of the ring which
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produces potential aH~lU{ny0) is clearly increased to ( 1 + — J

times the former value when its radius is increased from a to a+Sa,
it follows that by the superposition of ring negative a and positive

a + da, there will be a residue of masB (n+ir)— times the mass of()
a

the circle a, viz., 2na. a""1. This residue corresponds, by the pre-
vious ai'ticle, to potential

aB-*Z7(n + l 0 )
a

Hence, the masses of the compound circles which produce the
potentials U (n, 0) and TT(n+l, 0) are equal to one another, and
when we pursue the argument down to the value n = 0, are each,
equal to 2-n-a, the line density of the original circle being taken as
unity.

'6. The result just arrived at throws some light upon the conver-
gence which may be expected from a series expressed in terms of
harmonics of the anchor ring, and, on account of its importance, as
well as for the purpose of introducing the working quantities of the
subject, I shall prove it by finding the charge on the anchor ring
which will produce the external harmonic U (n, 0). I t is first to be
observed that the integral which was denoted in § 3 by I(n, 0) is in
point of fact7rPn_, (coshw), i.e. the zonal spherical harmonic of frac-
tional degree n—^. The printing of the fractional suffix being incon-
venient, I shall at this stage follow Mr. Hicks in representing the
integral referred to by vPn. We may therefore write

U («, 0) or Un = 7r cos nv \ /2 (cosh u—cosv) Pn

as the type of a zonal harmonic, with a similar specification for Vn, in
which sin nv takes the place of cos nv.

The harmonic Un is suitable to the exterior of the ring, the corre-
sponding inside form being given by

TJ'm = 7rcos nv \ / 2 (coshu—cos v) Q,t. (•pr-)

•where Qn — P» I 7-5—^ p-,»

/i = cosh u and /i0 = cosh w0,

w0 being the "parameter of the ring.
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We find readily the expression for the density, viz.,

an = — \ cos nv \ /2 (cosh ua — cos v) - T - , — -—-—- ( ̂  ) .
sinh uQ Q;n (cosh w0) V3s /«0

Now it is easy to show that
3M dv __ cosh UQ—COS V

ds "" 3s' ~" « '

3s, 3s' being elements of lines normal to th'e surfaces w, v. Also,,
element of surface

dS = &6 2 ' — ftS 8^n^ w° ^ a
(cosh u0—cos z>)a

Hence f f*md8 = 2 ^ — L f
JJ Q»K) Jo v2(coshtt0-cosi;)

(§14).

7. The potential due to a circle of unit line-density with its centra
on the rectilineal axis of the ring and its plane normal to that axis,,
may be found as follows :—Let r be the distance of a point w ^ ^ on
the circle referred to from any point uv$ on the ring; then

The expression for the circle, since uuvi are the same for every points
of it, may be deduced from this by multiplying by 2irp, and sup-
pressing all the terms in cos a<p and sin of from a — 1 upwards.

The coefficients to bo determined in the expansion of — are there*
fore only the following

A0TT0+A1Ul+A{Vl + ....

Multiply both sides by a-ndS, and integrate over the surface, observing-
that rr JO

and that, by § 6,

f jcrnUndS == rfa & ) u poos'»»<te

Hence .Au = - j - Un (uxvt) 1%) ,
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except when n — 0, and then

If Qn be substituted for Pn in the expressions for Un and FH, the
resulting harmonic is finite in the neighbourhood of the dipolar circle
•of reference. We shall denote these forms of the harmonic by
Uu and Vn respectively. The expansion for the potential at wv<p due
to the circle of the last article will then be written as follows :—

f (wtO+2'i [Z7n(«A) tfM+T,,^) fn (

Problems with Two Rings.

8. The last result, taken in conjunction with the results of § 4,
•enables us to express the harmonics of one anchor ring in terms of
those of another which is coaxal with it. For it was shown in § 4
that all the harmonics of an anchor ring could be deduced from the
potential of a circle by certain rules of differentiation. We have
therefore only to apply those rules to the expansion just found in
order to obtain similar expansions, in terms of the harmonics of the
circle a, for the series of compound circles of radius p, that is to say,
for the complete system of harmonics pertaining to the system of
anchor rings the radius of whose dipolar circle is p.
. In order to produce a symmetrical arrangement, we may suppose
"the positive directions of the rectilineal axes of the two rings to be
towards one another, so that, if A and B be the two rings, the dis-
placements of A are towards B, and those of B towards A. When
this arrangement is turned round, so that A and B interchange planes,
the relative arrangement of harmonics will-then be the same as
before. -

9. Let TF0, WlWv W^W^ &c. -represent the harmonics of B, referred
to its dipolar circle and expressed in t6rms of its own dipolar system,
-then, § 9,

^ . = 4 - {^(Vi) ^ o M +2Ux te) Ui («t>) +&c.}

= A Co°o Vi+ffliVi+tPiVx*-.,), say,
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where oao — $- Z70

a

0«l = —Ul («,»i)l
(X

A = 2J? F, (,w),
it

&c,

and IT;, is put, for brevity, instead of Un («w), &c. All the coefficients
which havo zero for the first suilix can bo readily expreased in terms
of the radii p and a and the distance z between the planes of the
circles. It may, in fact, be shown that

whero Ju = - -—--—.- . - .

For, since euW

we have eM = rx/r,

where r8 = (p—a)3+aa, r2 =

j 'it) P + ^ 1 +
P + Z *~~(t —'

therefore sinh u = - ^

and cos nv F=. f — (rr,)"

Hence
cosnu (2ap)"+l f"

sinh"« Jft (p
2

similarly,

10. The next stop ia to determine the expansions of 'IF, and 'Wi>
If we put

TT'IF, = ,a0 i/o + ,a, ^ + j/3, f, + &c,
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then, by § 4 and § 9, ,a0, ^ j , ,& will be respectively

|

and ,y0, ,yn ^ &c. respectively

11. To show, howevor, how the coefficients are formed in the
general case, it should be noticed that the equations of § 4 may be
thrown into the form

If the harmonics be those at the point p, z, ^, referred to the oircle At

{) r) '

i t is clear that we may write — ^— for —̂ ia this relation. Next,
oz ob

putting tl for the opei'ator 2a™-— i'2a^-, and Cl' for the same
da oz

operator with the sign of i changed, we shall have

= /„ (ft) 2aJ0, snppose.

Next, as regards the harmonics TV", as the displacements of B are
pi

towards ^4, the sign of - - in § 4 must be changed, and, Binco b may
ob

then be put equal to z, we have in like manner

7\ }
where tir is put for 2p — — i 2/»—, and t»' may be taken to.represent

dp oz

the same opei'ator with the sign of i changed.

Know irB = :8I,ari7r+:SB/3r7P,

we shall havo
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except when r = 0, when the 2 on the right-hand side must be
omitted.

12. The equations just written down determine the coefficients
completely. As a matter of convenience, however, it may happen
that it is easier to find, for instance, ,,ar from ,,a0 than from oct,..

The coefficient ,,a0 is itself to be found from

* {A

i.e.

Now Jo is a symmetrical function of p and a, and the operation to be
performod is precisely the same as that for finding oa,,, except that
p and. o,. are everywhere interchanged. Hence, if for a minute wo
denote the expression for oa,,, found above, by F (a, p, z), that for
Mer0 will be JP(p, a, z). Now

07.

13. The integral J,,, which constantly appears in the coefficients, is
only a modification of Ptl, and both 2\ and Qltf or their first differential
coefficients, occur in the equations expressing the boundary conditions
in any pliysical problem, oonnected with the ring, to which potential
functions are applicable. I t is therefore important to bo able to
ovaluato these integrals. Mi*. Hicks has shown how to express them
in terms of elliptic intograls; in what follows it is shown how they
may be expressed in series, a form which seems to possess advantages
when the section of the ring is small.

. Evaluation of the Integrals Pn, Qn,

Tho integral I(w, a), which appeared in § 3, is one factor of a
tesseral harmonic, but it will be sufficient at present to confine our
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attention to zonal forms. We had .

dO.= f"
Jo
|0 (cosh u—siuhwcos 0)"+i

which is readily thrown into the form

2e-(»+»)« f*" d&

^ "

14. The corresponding form for Qn will now bo found. It is to be
observed that we have already defined Qn, § 6, but another form can
be found for it from the external zonal harmonic of a prolate ellipsoid,
and wo shall, in fact, show afterwards that the two are connected
by the relation

where ft — cosh w.

From the second of tbese we at once pass to

j£- ( l -« ' )
8/ }1

9 R / On 1\ \
,O,O . . . ^ « 5 Y I — XJ J _ l

COS W

(cosh «—cos 6)
, ,, , f* COS«^ Jf l , . .

and then to 1 , dd (4).
Jo v 2 (cosh u—cos6)From (3) we also get

sin2" 0

and a still more useful expression for Q,, may be obtained by employ-
ing a transformation similar to Landen's, viz.,

sin («!*—0) = e"Msini^.

Wo thus find, on reduction,

(•,• BinZ*.\M (6).
l 8 •" s m 3 ^

This corresponds to the expression (2), § 13, for Pn, and furnishes a
convenient expansion in powers of e~".

*15. I shall now find the expansion of 1\ in powei'S of e" aud e~".

* Since tliia wua written, IVFi*. A. B. Bussot, in a papor on "Toroidfil Functions,"
in tho American Journal of Mathematics, has gtvon tho expansion of i1,,. Tho work
in tho text is, howovor, retained, as tho method is somewhat diiHerout.
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If ?/ be put for QJn, Avbich may bo written
e-»"(o*e-"" + aB+ie-i'H:i>"+...),

where a,,, a,,+2> &c. are known coefficients, then y satisfies the differ-
ential equation 2

and, after Cayley (Elliptic Functions, § 77), there exists another1

solution of the form
(log 4 +

where z satisfies tho differential equation

= - 2 ( e " - e - " ) | ^ - ( e " + e-")y (1),

= - e ' 4 " (6,,.i6-("-I)" + &,,+ie-(ll+1)" + ...) suppose,

where &,,_i, 6,,+i, &c. are known coefficients.

Let z - e-»- [-4f,e"M + -4«-ae(fl-2)ll+.

If TO be even, there will be a term Ao, or J50, which means the same
thing; if n bo odd, there will bo a term AXGU and a term l?,e~". Tho

values of r may range from ^- (n even) or - ~ (n odd) to 0, and s.
from 1 to co .

Entering the value of z in tlie differential equation, we find

A -A 4 r ( n - r ) ,„.
yi""2r+2 "-2 r(2r-l)(2™-2r + l) rK h

, 73 r> 4<r(n—r) /Q-,
and 5 l , .2 r .2 = i?H. 2 r (2^1)^ir 2

L
?TZT) (3).

' One or other of these equations holds from tlie top of tho scries An

down to i/,,.4 inclusive. After that we begin to take 'account of the
second side of equation (1). It will bo found that

but aftor this point we shall havo equations of the form

(2s—l)(2n + 2s—l)I?B+8l.9--4s(n + s)J5B42. = &..+2.-i (5),

which it will be impossible to solve unless wo can assume the valuo
of one B of the system to be known. To get over this difficulty, I
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suppose Bn temporarily withdrawn, and all the coefficients after it
determined by the equations (5). We may then restore Bn in the
form of a term Bny in the expression for z, whoro y is the solution
referred to at the boginning of this article. All tho coefficients in z
are now found from the equations (5). solved successively, with the
exception of Bn, and this may be determined by taking Z;a = k] = $,
calculating independently tho corresponding Values of PH, Qn for this
value of Z?1, and entering these values in the equation

TTP,, = (Bn + log 4+u) Qn+irz,

where z does not now include Bn. Tho term Bn may, however, be
easily found in the cases n = l, 2, by differentiation of F(k) with
regard to A;9.

When n is even, (2) gives

and

therefore

The Bame expression holds when w is odd, the transition from the .4's
to the JB's being effected by the equation

% (
except when n = 1.

16. When » is large, the first term is the most important in the
expansion; the Beries will therefore conveniently proceed from that
term.

If wo out a"" = fc, and h% = 1—fcj, then, § 14,

» P » = 2 C I ^ . ( * ) ,
J1,, (A;) being written for

n.ndand , - 2 . .

4.1 ( » -

where 5 n is to be determined by tho method of § 15.
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. /„, being = _ 2 j_ 2 jfl -—p-^—j,

where h\ = l-k* = r'/rj,

is also found by this expansion. A few terms of the earlier values
of /„, in which Bn appears at an early stage of tho scries, may bo
obtained by tho method of differentiation previously referred to.
Tho scries are arranged in powers of r/rv supposed small:—

T 2 , 4»\ . 1 r2 / , 4r, , \ . P

r 2 . 1 / , 4>, 1 \ . .
/ , = —- + — log—* - — +&c,rxr r\\ r 2 /

a ~ 3 ^ + ^p+T 7

18. Tho expansion for Pn enables us to justify tho assumption
mado in § 14. For let

whero yl is a constant to bo determined. If wo suppose u to bo so
largo that the first term of Pn nocd only be considered, and also that
2 sinh u may bo put equal to e", then we shall have

thus proving tho equality of tho two expressions for Qn assumed
in § 14.

Sphere and Ring.

19. A similar process of solution may bo applied when, instead of
tho ring J?, wo substituto a sphere with its centre on tho rectilineal
axis of tho ring A.

Referring to tho figure, wo suppose 0, I) to bo tho inverted posi-
tions of A, B, tho extremities of the diametor of tho dipolar axis of
the ring. Let the angle subtended by this diamctor at tho centro 0
be denoted by 2cr, and lot Q be any point inside the spheres, q its

VOL. xxiv.—NO. 474. 2 c
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invorted position. Then, by similar trianglcj,

9l = 4$L, and ^ i = ^ ;
Oq AO' Oq BO'

A B
., . Oq AQ
thoreforo ^ = — .

Dq BQ
Hcnco, if u, v be the dipolar coordinates of q referred to CD, while
thoso of Q are u, v referred to AB, we havo

n = «-.
Also, from the geometry of the figure, we readily find that, if q is
below CD, , „

v = v—2a,

and, if above, v' = 2a —v.

HT ,\r\i s i / L \2 c8 c o s h tt — c o s ( u — 2 a )

Moreover, OQ" = p + (c cot a - zy — -7-5 : * • •
sin' a cosh n—cos v

Hcnco any harmonic, say

7T cos mv \/2 (cosh u—cos v) Pn (cosh n),

becomes, by tho rnlo of inversion, if q is below OD,

ir cos vi(«i 4-2a) v 2 [cosh «,—cos (v! + 2a)] P,,(cosh ?t,)cosh «,—
X -- -.iJsina Vcoshtti—cos (vi + 2n)

v'7'-> r~:— cos w(«' + 2a) •/'! (cosh % —cos Vi)P,,(coslnt1) ;Ji. sin a

and, if 3 is above OD, the same expression with 2a—Vi written instead

This result will greatly simplify tho electrostatic problem for a
sphere and ring.
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